Record New England Wind Deal Draws Cape Wind Comparisons
by Andy Metzger
September 25, 2013 - he largest renewable energy procurement in state history, which involved the 6 Massachusetts electrical utilities teaming up to increase their buying power, will provide electricity at less than half the cost of Cape Wind.
The agreement announced Monday between the 6 utilities and New Hampshire and Maine wind developers First Wind, Iberdrola Renewables and Exergy Development Group provides 565 MegaWatts (MW) of power at a weighted average price of less than 8¢ / kiloWatt-hour (kWh), compared to the 18.7¢/kWh that National Grid and NSTAR agreed to pay the long-planned offshore wind project.
"We are still strongly supportive of Cape Wind and think Cape Wind makes sense on a lot of different fronts," said Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs Rick Sullivan.  He added, "Being the first of its kind in the country, it's going to be more expensive."
NSTAR's energy purchase agreement with Cape Wind was "part of a larger agreement" with the Department of Energy Resources related to its merger with Northeast Utilities, said Mike Durand, spokesman for NSTAR and Western Massachusetts Electricity Company.  The purchase agreement for northern New England wind may fulfill requirements for utilities to competitively bid among renewable energy providers for 4% of its total energy demand, part of a 2012 energy law.
Sullivan said the procurement is before the Department of Public Utilities, and the average price is below that of coal or nuclear.  "The thing that makes this such an interesting project, is because the utilities came together as a group, it increased the buying power we had," Durand said.  "The projects are in varying stages of completion."
Purchasing agreements can help the viability of an energy project, and Durand said the company is "fully anticipating that they will come online between 2014 and 2016."
Durand declined to provide an average of what NSTAR pays for wind power.  Located in Nantucket Sound, Cape Wind will serve the southeastern part of the state, which has larger electricity demands than western and central Massachusetts and other areas of New England, according to grid-manager ISO New England.  Cape Wind is currently seeking investors, and is still marketing the remaining power capacity that is not subject to purchase agreements from NSTAR or National Grid.
Unlike coal, nuclear and natural gas plants that expend fuel to generate electricity, wind farms are powered by the free-flowing air, and are thus able to under-bid competitors on the daily auction for additional electricity maintained by ISO New England.  "Cape Wind will be able to bid '$0' (because the fuel - wind - is free) for the energy it provides, lowering the overall cost of that day's market," the wind farm wrote on its website.
The 565 MW of power will power about 170,000 homes.  The companies received 40 bids to procure the electricity.
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